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Constant light enhances synchrony 
among circadian clock cells and 
promotes behavioral rhythms in 
VPAC2-signaling deficient mice
Alun T.L. Hughes1, Cara. L. Croft1, Rayna E. Samuels1, Jihwan Myung2, Toru Takumi2 & 
Hugh D. Piggins1

Individual neurons in the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) contain an intracellular molecular clock 
and use intercellular signaling to synchronize their timekeeping activities so that the SCN can 
coordinate brain physiology and behavior. The neuropeptide vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) 
and its VPAC2 receptor form a key component of intercellular signaling systems in the SCN and 
critically control cellular coupling. Targeted mutations in either the intracellular clock or intercellular 
neuropeptide signaling mechanisms, such as VIP-VPAC2 signaling, can lead to desynchronization 
of SCN neuronal clocks and loss of behavioral rhythms. An important goal in chronobiology is to 
develop interventions to correct deficiencies in circadian timekeeping. Here we show that extended 
exposure to constant light promotes synchrony among SCN clock cells and the expression of ~24 h 
rhythms in behavior in mice in which intercellular signaling is disrupted through loss of VIP-VPAC2 
signaling. This study highlights the importance of SCN synchrony for the expression of rhythms in 
behavior and reveals how non-invasive manipulations in the external environment can be used to 
overcome neurochemical communication deficits in this important brain system.

In mammals, the dominant light-entrainable circadian pacemaker is contained in the hypothalamic 
suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN). Individual SCN neurons function as autonomous circadian oscillators, 
expressing ~24 h oscillations in core clock genes/proteins, such as per1-2/PER1-21. Such intracellular 
molecular rhythms can be visualized over several cycles in vitro in individual cells of living SCN brain 
slices prepared from mice in which an enhanced destabilized green fluorescent protein (eGFP) reports 
the activity of the per1 promoter (per1::eGFP mice2). Rhythmic expression of clock genes does not itself 
define SCN timekeeping; these cell-autonomous oscillators must synchronize their activities to produce 
global SCN output of sufficient amplitude and coherence to organize circadian rhythms in whole animal 
physiology and behavior3. Intra-SCN signaling utilizes a range of neurotransmitters including arginine 
vasopressin (AVP), vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP), gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP) glutamate 
and γ -aminobutyric acid (GABA). Both VIP and its receptor, VPAC2, are expressed by SCN neurons4,5 
and intercellular communication via VIP-VPAC2 signaling plays a key role in the coupling of SCN cellular 
timekeepers6,7. For example, mice lacking VIP or VPAC2 expression (Vip−/− and Vipr2−/−, respectively) 
exhibit pronounced abnormalities in the timing of their behavior and physiology, and SCN expression 
of clock genes/proteins is greatly diminished8–11. Indeed, in comparison to SCN from behaviorally rhyth-
mic wild-type (WT) per1::eGFP mice, single cell oscillators in the Vipr2−/− � per1::eGFP SCN are fewer 
in number, oscillate at lower amplitude, and are less well synchronized7. Therefore, circadian deficits 
observed in vivo can be accurately mapped to ex vivo assessments of SCN clock cell activity.
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Animals with functional deficits in the intracellular molecular clockworks can express aberrant cir-
cadian behavior in constant darkness (DD)12, with SCN rhythms in clock genes typically blunted or 
disrupted13–15. Intriguingly, behavioral and SCN molecular rhythms can be restored in some such models 
by maintaining them in constant light (LL)16–18. Light information is relayed to the SCN via the retinohy-
pothalamic tract (RHT), using glutamate and pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide (PACAP) 
as neurotransmitters19,20, and induces expression of clock genes including per121. It is possible that LL 
provides a tonic excitatory drive onto the SCN thereby circumventing intracellular molecular lesions16, 
though it is unclear if LL can also restore circadian activities in mice with intercellular signaling defects. 
Since Vipr2−/− mice express all the known clock genes, albeit at diminished levels8, and because the 
light input pathway in Vipr2−/− mice is intact22–25, we investigated whether LL could rescue behavioral 
and SCN cellular rhythms in this model of a circadian system weakened through impairment of the 
key intercellular synchronizing pathway. We report that extended exposure to LL promotes behavioral 
rhythms and SCN intercellular synchrony in Vipr2−/− mice. This indicates that manipulations based on 
non-invasive lighting strategies can be effective to improve circadian competence and highlights the 
plastic nature of SCN circadian function.

Results
Differential Effects of Constant Light on Wheel-Running Behavior in WT and Vipr2−/− 
Mice. Both WT and Vipr2−/− mice confined the majority of intense wheel-running activity to the dark 
phase of the LD cycle. On transfer to LL, WT mice behaved in a manner consistent with previous descrip-
tions26–28, exhibiting a large phase delay in locomotor activity (~5 h), and suppression of wheel-running 
compared to LD (~110 revs/h in LL vs. ~400 rev/h in LD; p =  0.001; t-Test; n =  12; Fig.  1a,b). Initial 
disruption of rhythmicity, lasting ~2–3 days, was followed for the majority (11 of 12) of individuals by 
more robust rhythms that persisted throughout the 36 days of LL examined here. Unlike DD behavior, 
where arrhythmicity in WT mice is uncommon and unexpected24,29,30, one WT mouse failed to express 
identifiable circadian rhythms in behavior in LL demonstrating, as has previously been reported, that LL 
can be disruptive to WT circadian rhythms in locomotor activity. Over the time course of LL examined 
here, we observed no significant change in the percentage of rhythmic WT mice (p =  0.677; Fisher’s Exact 
Test with Freeman-Halton extension; n =  12; Fig. 1e; early vs. mid vs. late LL; though also see Fig. 4a) 
and no significant change in rhythm strength (p =  0.25; paired t-Test of FFT spectral power in early vs 
late LL; n =  12; Fig. 1h). Indeed, 50% of WT individuals exhibited increased spectral power in late LL 
vs early, while 50% exhibited a decrease (Fig. 1i). As is common in LL, rhythmic WT mice expressed a 
mean period that was substantially longer (25.03 ±  0.11 h; see Fig. 1a,b) than is observed for this strain 
in DD7,31.

The majority of Vipr2−/− individuals exhibited overtly disrupted rhythms on release into LL, though 
unlike WT mice, this disruption persisted substantially longer than the first 2–3 days in LL (Fig. 1c,d). 
Indeed, while typically ~50% of Vipr2−/− mice generate robust rhythms in locomotor behavior in DD 
(Figs 1g and 2 and see24), only ~30% of Vipr2−/− mice (7 of 24) exhibited identifiable circadian rhythms 
in wheel-running during early LL (Fig.  1f). With increasing duration in LL, however, the percentage 
of rhythmic individuals significantly increased, reaching 83% (20 of 24 individuals) by late LL (Fig. 1f; 
p =  0.00032, Fisher’s Exact Test with Freeman-Halton extension; n =  24). Consistent with this, rhythm 
strength of Vipr2−/− mice significantly increased over time in LL (Fig. 1h; p =  0.040; paired t-Test of FFT 
spectral power in early vs late LL; n =  24), an increase observed in 75% of Vipr2−/− individuals (Fig. 1i). 
As such, the effect of LL on Vipr2−/− locomotor rhythms was time-dependent, with initial disruption of 
rhythmicity in the short term followed by a rhythm enhancing effect after extended exposure.

Rhythmic Vipr2−/− mice (n =  20) expressed a mean period of 24.29 ±  0.08 h in LL, significantly 
shorter than WT mice under these conditions (p =  0.000009; n =  11 WT and 20 Vipr2−/−). Once rhyth-
mic, the period of Vipr2−/− mice remained consistent throughout the duration examined (Fig. 1c,d) and 
was longer than has been observed for this strain in DD24,32 (and see Fig.  2). Wheel-running activity 
(rev/h) of Vipr2−/− mice did not significantly reduce on transfer from LD to LL (173 ±  23 vs. 135 ±  20 
rev/h, respectively; p =  0.35; n =  24; Fig. 1c,d), and this parameter of Vipr2−/− wheel activity under LL 
was not significantly different to that of WT animals under LL (p =  0.50; n =  12 WT and 24 Vipr2−/−).

Thus, exposure to LL has a disruptive effect on the expression of WT behavioral rhythms but induces 
a time-related enhancement of rhythmicity in Vipr2−/− mice after extended durations.

LL-induced Improvements in Behavioral Rhythmicity Are Not Sustained in the Absence of 
Constant Light. To test whether LL-induced improvements in behavioral rhythmicity persisted in 
the subsequent absence of light, following the initial 36 days of LL (LL1) a subgroup of 12 Vipr2−/− 
mice were transferred to DD for 36 days. The rhythm characteristics of this subset were representative 
of the whole Vipr2−/− group examined in LL1. On transfer into DD, Vipr2−/− mice rapidly reverted to 
behavioral phenotypes well-documented for this genotype under DD conditions24,32,33; a continuum of 
phenotypes was observed across individuals, spanning arrhythmicity through to rhythmic with a short 
period (Fig. 2a). Whilst 83% of this cohort had expressed a circadian rhythm in behavior at the end of 
LL1, only 50% were rhythmic during DD, and the period of these rhythms, where present, was reduced 
by ~1.6 h from near 24 h to ~22.4 h (24.03 ±  0.04 h for this subset in LL1 (n =  10) to 22.41 ±  0.04 h in DD 
(n =  6); p <  0.001; Fig. 2). The rhythmicity of these mice did not overtly change across the duration DD 
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Figure 1. Exposure to LL improves the expression of circadian behavior in Vipr2−/− mice. Actograms 
showing wheel-running behavior of WT and Vipr2−/− mice in LD and LL, with complimentary FFT 
spectrograms for the LL portion of activity data (a–d). Summary histograms show rhythmicity of WT and 
Vipr2−/− mice in LL (e,f) and subsequent DD for a subset of mice (g, also see Fig. 2); rhythm strength (FFT 
spectral power) in early vs late LL (h) and the percentage of mice that showed increasing and decreasing 
rhythm strength over time in LL (i). After initial disruption, LL improves circadian behavior in Vipr2−/− 
mice. For baseline comparison, DD rhythmicity data are presented in panel (g) for the subset of 12 Vipr2−/− 
mice that were exposed to LL-DD-LL conditions (actograms shown in Fig. 2). Actograms show behavior 
of individual animals and are double-plotted with 2 consecutive days’ data on each line. Spectrograms are 
presented aligned horizontally with the corresponding behavioral data and vertical white dotted lines show 
the 24 h period mark. The color scale is normalized between 0 spectral power (purple) and mean spectral 
power plus 3 standard deviations (μ  +  3σ ; red). Color scale for spectrograms in (b–d) is as shown in  
(a). Gray shading on actograms indicates darkness. Histogram legends for (e,f) are as shown in (g). Panel 
f shows a significant increase in the proportion of rhythmic Vipr2−/− mice over time in LL (p< 0.001; 
Fisher’s Exact Test with Freeman-Halton extension), an effect which is absent for both Vipr2−/− mice in DD 
(g) and WT mice in LL (e). Panel h shows a significant increase in rhythm strength (FFT spectral power) 
of Vipr2−/− mice in late LL vs early LL (p< 0.01; paired t-Test). Panel i provides a visual illustration that 
rhythm strength increases over time in LL in the majority of Vipr2−/− mice, but not WT mice. *  p< 0.05; 
***  p< 0.001.
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examined here (Figs 1g and 2a). This subgroup of Vipr2−/− mice were subsequently returned to LL for a 
further 36 days (LL2) during which each individual expressed a locomotor phenotype consistent with its 
behavior during LL1 (83% (10 of 12) rhythmic in LL2, mean period 24.05 ±  0.05 h; Fig. 2). Vipr2−/− mice 
re- exposed to this second epoch of LL tended to regain the ‘LL-like’ behavioral phenotype more rapidly 
than during the original LL exposure (e.g. Fig. 2a).

Intercellular Synchrony in the SCN Correlates with Behavioral Rhythmicity. Given the 
time-dependent effect of LL on Vipr2−/− behavior, we next assessed the correlation of LL-induced behav-
ioral changes with per1::eGFP expression in the SCN. A separate cohort of behaviorally phenotyped WT 
and Vipr2−/− mice were culled at randomly assigned timepoints after increasing durations of LL and, 
using confocal microscopy, we imaged per1::eGFP expression in live SCN-containing brain slice cultures 
from each individual (Fig. 3).

Mice used in this part of the study showed the same trends in behavioral rhythmicity as those in the 
initial behavioral examinations presented previously. Indeed, ranking all Vipr2−/− mice used for confocal 
imaging in order of behavioral rhythmicity at the time of cull revealed a significant positive correlation 
between time in LL and ranked behavioral rhythmicity (Spearman’s rho value 0.522; p =  0.038; R2 =  0.387; 
n =  16; Fig.  4d). A linear trend line poorly fitted the data for WT time in LL plotted against behavio-
ral rhythmicity rank (R2 =  0.085; Fig.  4a), and these data were not significantly correlated (Spearman’s 
rho =  − 0.442; p =  0.15; n =  12). However, visual interpretation of the data revealed that with extended 
durations of LL (> 29 days), rhythmicity consistently decreased in WT mice, an association that did reach 
statistical significance for this subset of animals (Spearman’s rho =  − 0.813; p =  0.005; n =  10; Fig. 4a).

To assess the relationship between behavioral rhythmicity and circadian function in the SCN at single 
cell level, we divided per1::eGFP expression data for each genotype into 2 groups; individuals behavio-
rally rhythmic at the time of cull (n =  9 WT; n =  10 Vipr2−/−), and individuals behaviorally arrhythmic at 
cull (n =  3 WT; n =  6 Vipr2−/−). The time of cull for each individual was assigned prior to the experiment 
commencing and therefore was not influenced by the degree of behavioral rhythmicity of the animals. 
SCN slices from behaviorally rhythmic WT mice contained a significantly higher percentage of rhyth-
mic individual cells than slices from behaviorally arrhythmic conspecifics (99.6 ±  0.4% vs. 96.7 ±  1.9%; 
p =  0.016; Fig. 3a,c). Intriguingly, however, we found no significant difference in the percentage of rhyth-
mic cells between slices from behaviorally rhythmic and arrhythmic Vipr2−/− mice (both ~80% of cells 
rhythmic; p =  0.380; Fig. 3b,c).

Crucially, this intergenotype difference in the relationship of behavioral and SCN cellular rhythmic-
ity was not seen for synchrony between cellular rhythms in the SCN; we observed significantly greater 
intercellular synchrony within slices from behaviorally rhythmic WT and Vipr2−/− mice than in slices 

Figure 2. LL-induced improvement in circadian behavior of Vipr2−/− mice depends on continued 
exposure to LL. Actograms showing wheel-running behavior of Vipr2−/− mice housed under LL conditions 
for 36 days, then transferred into DD for 36 days, before a second 36 day exposure to LL (a). On transfer 
to DD, rhythmic Vipr2−/− mice do not sustain the ~24 h rhythms expressed in LL and instead become 
arrhythmic or show shorter period (~22.4 h) rhythms in wheel-running (also see 24). When subsequently 
re-exposed to LL, Vipr2−/− mice rapidly alter wheel-running to once again show overt rhythmicity and the 
characteristic longer period (~24 h) expressed in LL. Actogram plotting and shading as in Fig. 1. Panels (b,c) 
show a box and whisker plot of period and histogram of rhythmicity, respectively, for LL1, DD and LL2, 
assessed over the last 12 days of each epoch. Whiskers indicate the maximum and minimum range of period 
data points. ***p <  0.001.
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Figure 3. Behavioral rhythmicity in WT and Vipr2−/− mice is associated with increased intercellular 
synchrony in the SCN. a-b (upper panels) . Composite rhythm plots show per1::eGFP profiles for 30 
individual SCN cells in two brain slices from each genotype. Insets show a reduced selection of cells to aid 
visualization of synchrony and highlight differences in synchrony between cells within slices. (a–b) (middle 
panels): Photomicrographs showing peak and trough expression of per1::eGFP for rhythmic slices and 
representative images from equivalent timepoints for arrhythmic slices. Insets show the regions indicated 
by white boxes at higher magnification (note synchronized peak and trough expression for SCNs from 
rhythmic mice and lack of coherent day-night differences for SCNs from arrhythmic mice). (a,b) (lower 
panels): Rayleigh plots showing time of peak per1::eGFP expression of rhythmic SCN cells analyzed within 
single slice cultures. Arrow heads indicate the time of peak fluorescence for individual cells, the length of 
the central line indicates the degree of synchrony between the times of peak expression of individual cells 
(quantified as Rayleigh R; longer line indicates greater synchrony) and the inner broken ring shows the 
threshold for statistical significance of synchrony. (c–h): Histograms describing analyzed rhythm parameters 
for per1::eGFP expression in slices from rhythmic and arrhythmic WT and Vipr2−/− mice. Key for panels 
d–h is as shown in panel c. Behavioral rhythmicity was assessed during LL for the last 10–14 days before 
cull and data are presented as a comparison between the SCN parameters of mice classified as behaviorally 
rhythmic and arrhythmic, irrespective of time in LL (which is considered in Fig. 4). Panel (h) shows period 
difference and phase difference between dorsal and ventral parts of the SCN in cultures from behaviorally 
rhythmic and arrhythmic WT and Vipr2−/− mice. Across both genotypes, most SCN cultures from 
behaviorally rhythmic mice were synchronized (d,e), while no SCN cultures from behaviorally arrhythmic 
animals expressed significantly synchronized cellular rhythms (e). SCN slices from behaviorally rhythmic 
WT mice contained significantly more rhythmic cells (c), whereas SCN slices from behaviorally rhythmic 
Vipr2−/− mice exhibited reduced dorsal-ventral regional heterogeneity in period and phase (h).
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from arrhythmic conspecifics (0.36 ±  0.05 vs. 0.18 ±  0.01; p =  0.0039 [synchrony in slices from rhythmic 
WT mice vs. arrhythmic WT mice, respectively]; and 0.41 ±  0.07 vs. 0.22 ±  0.03; p =  0.0284 [slices from 
rhythmic vs. arrhythmic Vipr2−/− animals]; Rayleigh R values; Fig. 3a,b,d). Further, while 67% of slices 
from behaviorally rhythmic WT animals were significantly synchronized, and 60% of slices from behav-
iorally rhythmic Vipr2−/− mice, no slices from behaviorally arrhythmic mice of either genotype exhibited 
significant intercellular synchrony (Fig. 3a,b,e). We found no significant differences in the mean period 
or amplitude of cells between slices from behaviorally rhythmic and arrhythmic individuals for either 
WT or Vipr2−/− mice (all p <  0.05) though both the period and amplitude of Vipr2−/− oscillations were 
consistently lower than those of WT oscillations, regardless of behavioral rhythmicity (all p <  0.001; 
Fig. 3f,g).

As regional heterogeneity in period and phase within the SCN have previously been associated with 
the maintenance of circadian synchrony34, we next assessed differences in these parameters between the 
dorsal and ventral regions of the SCN in behaviorally rhythmic and arrhythmic mice of both genotypes. 
In WT SCN we found no significant changes in dorsal-ventral period or phase heterogeneity between 
behaviorally rhythmic and arrhythmic animals (Fig.  3h). In Vipr2−/− SCN, however, the differences in 
both period and phase between dorsal and ventral regions were significantly smaller (as well as less var-
iable; see smaller SEM) in slices from behaviorally rhythmic mice (Fig.  3h), a characteristic consistent 
with improved cellular synchrony in behaviorally rhythmic animals.

Finally, to better describe the genotype-dependent and -independent aspects of the relationships 
between behavioral rhythmicity, SCN synchrony and time in LL, we calculated Spearman’s Rank 
Correlation Coefficients for these parameters using behavioral data ranked in order of rhythmicity. For 
both WT (n =  12) and Vipr2−/− (n =  16) mice we found a significant correlation between ranked behav-
ioral rhythmicity and intercellular synchrony (p =  0.0025 [Spearman rho =  0.755] for WT and p =  0.0215 
[0.512] Vipr2−/−) and that a linear trend line fit the data well (R2 =  0.462 and 0.168, respectively; Fig. 4c,f). 

Figure 4. Relationships between time in LL, behavioral rhythmicity and SCN cellular synchrony 
for WT and Vipr2−/− mice. Vipr2−/− data describe a three-way positive correlation between increasing 
time in LL, greater behavioral rhythmicity and increasing SCN cellular synchrony (d–f). For WT mice, 
behavioral rhythmicity positively correlates with SCN cellular synchrony (c). Conversely, the relationships 
of both of these parameters with time in LL for WT mice are poorly fit by linear trends (broken lines on 
panels a,b) but ultimately result in a progressive decrease in both rhythmicity (a) and synchrony (b) after 
extended (> 29 days) durations of LL (light unbroken lines added for visual reference; though see main 
text for statistical assessment of these subsets of data for > 29 days in LL). Data in panels c–f are shown 
fitted with linear trend lines (heavy unbroken lines) that provided high goodness of fit and illustrate a 
linear relationship of ranked data in each case (all data sets in panels (c–f) show significant correlations; 
Spearman’s rho =  0.755 (p =  0.0025) (c), 0.522 (p =  0.038) (d), 0.6 (p =  0.007) (e) and 0.512 (p =  0.0215) (f)).
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Consistent with this, and with the positive correlation between time in LL and behavioral rhythmicity 
in Vipr2−/− mice (Fig.  4d), we also found a significant positive relationship between time in LL and 
SCN intercellular synchrony in Vipr2−/− mice (p =  0.007; rho =  0.6; Fig. 4e). In WT mice however, as we 
observed for the relationship between time in LL and behavioral rhythmicity (see above; Fig. 4a), time 
in LL was not significantly correlated with SCN synchrony (Spearman’s rho =  − 0.374) and a linear trend 
line poorly fitted the data (R2 =  0.010; Fig. 4b). Similarly to time in LL vs. behavioral rhythmicity for WT 
mice however, visual interpretation of the time in LL vs. cellular synchrony plot for WT mice suggested 
progressively decreasing synchrony later in LL at extended (> 29 days) durations of LL; we found a sig-
nificant correlation between these parameters in WT mice when we assessed this > 29 day in LL subset 
of animals only (Spearman’s rho =  − 0.875; p =  0.001; n =  10; Fig. 4b).

Discussion
Here we show that longer term exposure to constant light, a non-invasive environmental manipulation, 
promotes ~24 h behavioral rhythmicity and stable, synchronized cellular rhythms in the master circadian 
pacemaker of mice with an intercellular signaling deficit. This is in marked contrast to the disruptive and 
potentially detrimental influence of the same stimulus, constant light exposure, on circadian rhythms in 
animals with an intact circadian timing system. These findings provide novel insight into the restoration 
of circadian rhythmicity at behavioral and single cell levels in mice deficient in signaling via the VPAC2 
receptor; a major conduit for SCN intercellular communication.

LL differentially altered the expression of behavioral rhythmicity in individual WT and Vipr2−/− mice. 
To identify potential factors underpinning the circadian profile of behavior, we assessed synchrony among 
SCN clock cells of rhythmic and arrhythmic animals of both genotypes. Compared with behaviorally 
rhythmic individuals, synchrony among per1::eGFP SCN neurons of behaviorally arrhythmic mice was 
reduced, regardless of genotype. Indeed in both genotypes, statistically significant intercellular synchrony 
was absent in slices from all behaviorally arrhythmic individuals. Importantly, the degree of synchrony 
among SCN clock cells from behaviorally rhythmic animals did not differ between WT and Vipr2−/− 
mice, despite a lower proportion of rhythmic individual cells in the Vipr2−/− SCN. In Vipr2−/− mice we 
found that, for both period and phase, the regional differences between dorsal and ventral areas of the 
SCN were reduced in rhythmic individuals. As such, across both genotypes, greater behavioral rhythmic-
ity was associated with increased intra-SCN synchrony, but different features of the circadian architecture 
of the SCN are permissive of this effect between mice with intact and disrupted circadian timing systems. 
Notably, both temporal and spatial organization of SCN circadian function have been implicated in the 
generation and maintenance of robust tissue level oscillations34–38. Indeed, oscillations at the single-cell 
level have been reported to cluster into dorsal and ventral SCN subregions, with a smaller period dif-
ference between these subregions associated with greater cellular synchrony38. These data are consistent 
with the reduced dorsal-ventral SCN period difference in behaviorally rhythmic Vipr2−/− mice under LL 
and the increased SCN cellular synchrony observed for these mice, as well as their longer free-running 
behavioral periods.

A previous report of restored behavioral rhythmicity in mice bearing intracellular molecular clock 
defects was accompanied by the demonstration that tissue-level rhythms in clock gene expression can 
also be recovered16. It remains unclear, however, as to whether SCN cellular synchrony is also elevated 
in this and other models. Similarly, while a previous report provided preliminary evidence that the dis-
ruptive effects of LL are somewhat reduced in Vip−/− mice39, nothing has been reported of SCN function 
in this model under these conditions. Our current data demonstrate that the effect of an intercellular 
signaling deficit is diminished by exposure to LL, resulting in both improved wheel-running rhythms 
and increased SCN cellular synchrony. Interestingly, and consistent with our WT data in extended LL 
(> 29 days), in animals with fully functional intra- and intercellular SCN processes, and indeed in some 
clock gene mutants with a less severe behavioral phenotype, exposure to LL is commonly associated with 
disruption of SCN molecular and neuronal function as well as the perturbation of other behavioral and 
physiological rhythms26,40–49. Thus, constant light is frequently detrimental to circadian rhythmicity in 
animals with either strong or fully functional circadian clocks, but can be beneficial to animals with a 
severely weakened circadian system. Moreover, in addition to the effects of LL on adult circadian systems, 
maintaining animals under LL during development can also influence subsequent circadian function; 
intact rats and mice housed under LL during development display reduced disruptions to rhythmic-
ity when housed under LL as adults50,51 and mice deficient in expression of the core clock genes Cry1 
and Cry2 (Cry1−/−Cry2−/−), when raised under LL conditions, express improved rhythmicity in con-
stant darkness compared to LD-raised counterparts52. The developmental effects on behavioral and SCN 
rhythmicity and synchrony of raising neuropeptide deficient mice in LL is currently unknown, though 
Ono et al. (2013) report that, unlike Vipr2−/− mice, housing adult LD-raised Cry1−/−Cry2−/− mice in LL 
does not improve circadian oscillations in locomotor activity.

Long-term exposure to LL resulted in a greater proportion of Vipr2−/− mice expressing clear circadian 
rhythmicity than is seen in DD (current data as well as24,32,53), and notably, the rhythmicity of mice under 
DD conditions was not predicted by the responses of each individual to LL. Unlike scheduled voluntary 
exercise, whose rhythm promoting actions on wheel-running in neuropeptide signaling deficient mice are 
sustained for up to 4 weeks once the exercise regimen has terminated53, the rhythm-promoting actions 
of LL on behavior rapidly deteriorate on transfer to DD. This illustrates differences in the long-term 
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reorganizing properties of different external stimuli on the circadian system of mice with intercellular 
signaling deficits9,54. These data indicate that continuous exposure to this signal is necessary to organ-
ize the Vipr2−/− SCN to drive improved behavioral rhythmicity. However, initial exposure to constant 
light disrupted behavioral rhythms in Vipr2−/− mice, which also indicates longer term adaptation and 
remodeling of the SCN to continual activation of light input pathways. Indeed, the stabilizing actions of 
extended LL on behavioral rhythms were robustly reproducible; re-exposure of Vipr2−/− mice to LL for 
a second block of 36 days evoked the same behavioral parameters as had been observed in the first 36 
day exposure, though interestingly, the ‘LL-like’ phenotype appeared to be more rapidly acquired during 
this second exposure, showing that although this phenotype is lost in DD some underlying changes at 
least partially persist.

There are several possible mechanisms underpinning the enhanced SCN cellular synchrony and 
improved rhythmic wheel-running arising from exposure to constant light. Electrophysiological investi-
gations reveal that adult Vipr2−/− SCN neurons tend to be hyperpolarized55 and are less spontaneously 
active than SCN neurons from adult C57BL/6 mice56. Vipr2−/− SCN neurons retain acute responsiveness 
to glutamatergic signals56, such as those involved in transmitting photic information from the retina to 
the SCN, via the RHT19. Moreover, elevated electrical activity is sustained in adult Vipr2−/− SCN in vitro 
in response to continuous glutamatergic stimulation over several hours57. As the RHT utilizes both gluta-
mate and PACAP, it is likely that either elevated glutamatergic tone, or alterations in the glutamate-PACAP 
relationship, arising from exposure to constant light over several weeks, excites Vipr2−/− neurons and 
improves their synchrony through stimulation of factor(s) that are independent of VIP-VPAC2 signaling. 
Candidates for this include: GABA, GRP and Neuromedin S, neurochemicals intrinsic to SCN neurons 
that have been implicated in cell-cell communication and SCN synchrony6,32,57,58; AVP, an abundant 
SCN-intrinsic neuropeptide59,60 with altered expression under LL5; and signaling via adenosine receptors, 
which are implicated in modifying the sensitivity of the SCN to retinal input61. Further, optic synapses 
in the SCN show plasticity62 and it is possible that constant light causes remodeling of synaptic contacts 
and gap junctions63 to improve SCN intercellular communication.

Outwith the direct effects of RHT signaling to the SCN, altered LL behavior of mice lacking 5-HT1a 
receptors suggests the potential for mechanistic involvement of arousal pathways in mediating the actions 
of LL on the circadian system28. Indeed, the possibility of increased activity of extra-SCN neural oscil-
lators under LL has yet to be investigated and cannot be excluded64. Intriguingly, an as yet unidentified 
dopamine-sensitive extra-SCN oscillator, with the potential to explain a variety of non-canonical circa-
dian phenomena, has recently been reported65,66. Interactions between such an oscillator and a weakened, 
but intact and functional SCN, such as that of Vipr2−/− mice, provide a further possible avenue for 
investigation in the context of the current data.

In conclusion, our data illustrate that long-term exposure to LL promotes behavioral rhythmicity 
and SCN cellular synchrony in mice with deficient VIP-VPAC2 signaling. Further, we present evidence 
that, regardless of genotype, behavioral rhythmicity correlates closely with intercellular synchrony in the 
master circadian pacemaker but that, in WT SCN, this is associated with an increase in rhythmic cells, 
whilst in the Vipr2−/− SCN, this is associated with reduced regional heterogeneity.

Methods
Animals. This study used adult male and female mice that expressed the per1::eGFP reporter and 
either expressed the Vipr2 gene (WT) or lacked expression of the VPAC2 receptor (Vipr2−/−, see7). Prior 
to experimentation, all mice were group housed under a 12 h light:12 h dark (LD) cycle with ad libitum 
access to food (Beekay, B&K Universal, Hull, UK) and water. Environmental temperature was main-
tained at ∼ 23 °C and humidity at ∼ 40%. All procedures and experimental protocols were carried out in 
accordance with the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and approved by The University of 
Manchester Review Ethics Panel.

Experimental Design and Behavioral Assessment. WT and Vipr2−/− mice were individually 
housed in running wheel-equipped cages under a 12:12 LD cycle for 7–14 days (~3 ×  1014 photons/s/
cm2 lights on [~110 μ W/cm2 lights on, from a broad spectrum fluorescent light source]) then released 
into LL (~3 ×  1014 photons/s/cm2). Wheel revolutions were recorded in Chronobiology Kit (Stanford 
Software Systems, Santa Cruz, California, USA) using 5 min bins for analysis. Animals of each genotype 
were divided into 2 cohorts for assessment of 1) the effects of LL on wheel-running behavior (n =  12 WT, 
n =  24 Vipr2−/−) and 2) correlation of the effects of LL on wheel-running behavior with SCN per1::eGFP 
expression (n =  12 WT, n =  16 Vipr2−/−).

For experiment 1, mice were free-run undisturbed for 36 days of LL (LL1) during which behavioral 
rhythms were assessed in early (1-12 days), mid (13-24) and late LL (25-36). After LL1, n =  12 Vipr2−/− 
mice were placed in DD for 36 days before a further 36 day LL epoch (LL2). The remaining Vipr2−/− 
mice (n =  12) and all WT mice (n =  12) were removed from the experiment after LL1. Rhythmicity was 
assessed by 4 experienced observers, blind to genotype and experimental conditions, using a combined 
evaluation of locomotor actograms, periodograms, average waveforms and the time-frequency spectro-
gram obtained from sliding window fast Fourier transform (FFT)34, performed with a 7-day window 
that slid at 1-hr increments through wheel-running time series data smoothed with the Hodrick-Prescott 
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filter (processed using Mathematica, Wolfram Research). In the majority of cases assessments of rhyth-
micity were unanimous (> 90%), but for the infrequent cases where a consensus decision could not be 
easily reached, a final decision on rhythmicity was based on objective analysis of average waveforms. We 
determined that for a behavioral epoch to be considered rhythmic, a window centred on the most active 
part of the average waveform, consisting of 50% of its duration, should contain at least 75% of total 
activity. This method was validated on our entire data set and generated results entirely consistent with 
our prior assessments of behavior where we had initially been able to classify rhythmicity. For behavioral 
epochs that were clearly arrhythmic and for which no period could be determined from either periodo-
gram analysis or visual inspection of actograms, a nominal value of 24 h was used to generate average 
waveforms. Where behavioral epochs were considered rhythmic, period was assessed in Chronobiology 
Kit using eyefit regression lines through onsets of activity and confirmed with spectral power analysis 
and Chi2 periodograms.

For experiment 2, mice were initially free-run in LL, as in experiment 1, though culled after increas-
ing durations of LL ranging from a minimum of 22 days, to a maximum of 39 days. As the aim of this 
experiment was to investigate a possible association between time in LL, behavioral rhythmicity and SCN 
circadian function, mice were randomly assigned a cull timepoint in LL prior to the experiment com-
mencing. This avoided the possibility of unintentional bias associated with selecting cull timepoints after 
behavioral data had already been collected. Immediately following cull, SCNs were collected for confocal 
imaging of per1::eGFP expression. Behavioral rhythms were analyzed for the last 10–14 days before cull 
and the behavior of all mice ranked in order of rhythmicity for correlation with SCN per1::eGFP data 
and duration of time in LL. Ranking was performed blind by 4 experienced observers and correlated 
strongly (R2 =  0.675; p <  0.0001) with the percentage of activity contained during a 50% window of the 
average waveform using the methods described above. Experimenters were blind to both the identity of 
mice in behavioral experiments and the parameters of SCN per1::eGFP data at the time of assessment for 
ranking of behavior. Behavior was further categorized as either rhythmic or arrhythmic (using the same 
procedure as in experiment 1) to make within-genotype comparisons of SCN per1::eGFP data according 
to behavioral rhythmicity.

Confocal Imaging. Mice were culled by cervical dislocation following isoflurane anesthesia (Baxter 
Healthcare Ltd., Norfolk, UK), at circadian time (CT) 2–6 (to avoid different cull times influencing cir-
cadian parameters of SCN function67,68). Cultures were prepared as described previously7 using 250 μ m 
thick SCN-containing coronal brain slices and 100 μ g/ml and 25 μ g/ml penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco 
Invitrogen Ltd, Paisley, UK) in collection medium and culture medium, respectively. Cultures were stored 
in darkness at 37 °C for ~24 h before imaging per1::eGFP fluorescence using a C1 confocal system run-
ning on a TE2000 inverted microscope (Nikon, Kingston, UK). Images were captured with a 10 x  0.3NA 
PlanFluotar objective (Nikon) and the system maintained at 37 °C. A 488 nm laser was used for excitation 
and emitted fluorescence detected using a 515/30 nm bandpass filter. 8 image ‘Z’ stacks were acquired 
every hour for ~120 h, using 4x Kalman averaging, 1.5x confocal zoom, an open pinhole and 0.2 Hz 
frame rate. Each stack covered a total Z depth of 32 μ m and images were recorded at 512 ×  512 pix-
els. Stacks were collapsed to an average projection using ImageJ and fluorescence profiles across time 
assessed for 30 individual cells selected at random7 using a region of interest tool. Raw fluorescence data 
were corrected for variations in background brightness by subtracting the brightness of a standardized, 
non-eGFP expressing, extra-SCN region from each data value before corrected data were smoothed 
using a 3 h running mean.

Cells were rated as rhythmic or arrhythmic by two experienced observers and amplitude, period 
and phase (time of peak at 12–36 hours) were assessed for each analyzed cell. The period of cellular 
rhythms was calculated using peak-peak and trough-trough durations for at least two cycles and phase 
data for individual cells were used to create Rayleigh plots to quantify the synchrony (phase-clustering) 
of rhythms between cells within each SCN69. Amplitude was calculated as the brightness differential 
from the peak used for phase analysis (12–36 hours into recording) to the following trough. Regional 
differences in period and phase within the SCN between behaviorally rhythmic and arrhythmic animals 
(period and phase heterogeneity) were assessed by classifying the location of each analyzed cell as either 
dorsal or ventral, based on anatomical characteristics of the SCN, and comparing the mean difference in 
each parameter between cells located in these two subregions.

Statistics. As appropriate, statistically significant differences in continuous data were determined 
using either t-Tests (paired or unpaired) or one/two way ANOVA with a priori pairwise comparisons. 
Categorical data for the percentage of rhythmic and arrhythmic animals were analyzed using Fisher’s 
Exact Test with Freeman-Halton extension. Rayleigh Tests were used to determine statistical significance 
of cellular synchrony and the Rayleigh R statistic used to quantify the degree of synchrony. Statistical 
significances of correlations for ranked data were assessed using the non-parametric Spearman’s Rank 
Order Test. All statistical tests were run with α  set at p <  0.05 required for significance, using Microsoft 
Excel, Graphpad Prism, the VasserStats online statistical resource (http://vassarstats.net/) and custom 
MATLAB scripts provided by Dr. Timothy Brown (University of Manchester).

http://vassarstats.net/
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